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MARKET UPDATE
Weaker; more drops in reverse repos,
MLF and LPR

Renminbi weakened in March as USD/CNY rose from (an artificially truncated)
January London close of 6.9300 to 6.9896 in February. Coronavirus led to an
immediate -10bp cut in reverse repo rates, followed by drops in the MLF and LPR
that matched our expectations.

OUTLOOK
To our relief, February PMIs looked
credible

In a way we were secretly pleased with the official February PMIs. No, we’re not
pleased China’s economy and those who depend on it are struggling. Consensus
forecasts, however, were clearly, in hindsight, expecting authorities to fake higher #s
at a time of zero workers in factories and no one daring nor permitted to leave homes
for empty restaurants and shopping malls. So the official signal sent by this release
(of all-time record weakness) show authorities willing to face up to the actual size of
the economic tasks ahead. To us, that's good – we never know how to solve any
problem without acknowledging it in the first place.

Which increases confidence in public
health data

The bracing sobriety of these official PMIs also provide, in passing, a boost to the
credibility of China's COVID-19 #s, which have been under doubt. If China's COVID19 figures were doctored to somehow encourage consumer and business sentiment
– well, that cause seems lost now. And if there had been doctoring up ahead of time,
how do you explain not doctoring up the PMIs?

It still looks like a late April – early May
peak for COVID-19 in China, with
100% capacity availability by April

So Bottom Line we stick to original working assumptions: COVID-19 will peak in late
April to early May. Though there are times when official happy talk trends - the
country is already 70-80% back at work so by end-March, the coronavirus will only be
a distant memory - we don't think they're accurate. China ends February operating at
probably only 40-50% of capacity (consistent with traffic congestion). In March we
will move towards 100% but may not get there in one month, because of the time it
takes for quarantined workers to be allowed back in the shop and because of normal
startup times required to bring some plants back online (think refineries). The
staggered pattern of COVID-19 outbreaks along a global, variegated supply chain,
which stalls, shuts down and restarts only in uncoordinated spurts will also delay the
final return to 100%. But by end-March, if we are fortunate, China may be back at 7080%, and in April, we go back to 100%.

Any headline 1Q20 Chinese GDP
growth > 0% is likely fake
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This means that from the bottom set by February PMIs – since PMI questionnaires
only ask if things are better or worse relative to a month ago – China’s PMIs should
all be > 50 in March. That does not mean, however, that Chinese growth rates will be
positive. Maybe on a %SAMM basis, but certainly not in headline %YoY terms.
COVID-19 took a sliver of January output and probably 90% of February output, so
that even if March fires away on all of the cylinders that are available, we still think
70-80% means March output is most likely -ve in terms of %YoY. That means for
China’s 1Q20 GDP, any headline growth > 0% we will likely consider fake.
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Interest Rate
Close

Q1 2020

Q2 2020

Q3 2020

Q4 2020

Loan Prime Rate
1Y

4.05%

4.00%

3.85%

3.70%

3.55%

MLF 1Y

3.15%

3.10%

3.00%

2.90%

2.80%

7-Day Repo Rate

2.38%

2.25%

2.50%

2.50%

2.75%

5-Year Yield

2.52%

2.40%

2.55%

2.65%

2.90%

* Interest rate assumptions incorporated into MUFG foreign exchange forecasts.

INTEREST RATE OUTLOOK
A heavy duvet of debt

Though some Chinese economic statistics during a snapback will look impressive,
underlying potential growth is still slowing. It became clearer over February PBOC is
under greater pressure to ease, probably one of the worst-kept secrets in China. It
will succumb. But lower interest rates in farther horizons is a hint this economy will
not sustainably recover the 6-growth handle, wasting monies along the way to prop
up nonperforming assets. We are still deadly serious about the debt overhang; the
problem is worse this year than last. China has rushed to change rules and otherwise
almost coerce banks to not report rising NPLs after COVID-19. It’s not that other
countries would not have refinancing problems after a pandemic. But if we are
correct that this pandemic is limited in duration, the correct policy tool would be
temporary liquidity. But we suspect it will become an excuse to extend more
permanent liquidity that, over time, will further suffocate this economy and its
efficiency with too heavy a duvet of debt.

Levelling out

COVID-19 CASES IN CHINA

Only partially back

POST-LUNAR NEW YEAR CONFESTION IN BEIJING RELATIVE TO AVERAGE
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General disclosures
This report is for information purposes only and should not be construed as investment research as defined by MIFID 2 or a solicitation of
any offer to buy or sell any security, commodity, futures contract or related derivative (hereafter “instrument”) or to participate in any trading
strategy. This report does not constitute a personal recommendation and does not take into account the individual financial circumstances,
needs or objectives of the recipients. Recipients should therefore seek their own financial, legal, tax or other advice before deciding to invest
in any of the instruments mentioned in this report.
Certain information contained in this report has been obtained or derived from third party sources and such information is believed to be
correct and reliable but has not been independently verified. MUFG does not make any guarantee, representation, warranty or undertaking,
express or implied, as to the fairness, accuracy, reliability, completeness, adequacy or appropriateness of any information or comments
contained in this report. Furthermore the information may not be current due to, among other things, changes in the financial markets or
economic environment. MUFG has no obligation to update any such information contained in this report.
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